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EDITORIAL 
NOTES

o innovate is to create the 
new and improve the old; 
to build novel solutions 
that solve problems in 
our lives and within our 
communities. Rain or shine, 

scientists and engineers continue to work 
on critical research at the forefront of 
innovation. However, for these insights 
to be translated into real-life solutions, 
we will need the help of many others: 
designers, patent lawyers, manufacturers, 
investors and more.

In this issue’s cover story, ‘The 
innovation network (p. 08)’, we review 
the variety of supporting initiatives 
in A*STAR’s ecosystem that support 
researchers throughout their innovation 
journey, such as by connecting them with 
the right partners, skills and resources to 
bring their novel solutions out of the lab.

Innovation often weaves together 
multiple scientific disciplines. In our 
first feature, ‘An eye for vision science 
(p. 22)’, A*STAR scholar Shui’er Han 
discusses how her work in visual science 
combines optometry, computing, 
neurology and psychology to shed light 
on how we perceive our world, paving 

the way for innovations to aid 
the visually impaired.

Our second feature, ‘An  
appetite for change (p. 28)’, 
delves into a journey of 
innovation with former 
A*STAR researchers Benjamin 
Chua, Elwin Tan and Jason 
Chua.  Aiming to make 
industrial meat production 
more sustainable, the co-
founders of biotech startup 
Meatiply discuss how they 
translated their stem cell 
research at A*STAR into lab-
grown meat for the dining table.

This issue also highlights discoveries by 
A*STAR researchers in fields ranging from 
plant-based bioplastics to the building blocks 
for next-generation computing. For more on 
these, look for ‘Coconut-based plastics for 
a greener Singapore (p. 20)’ and ‘Magnetic 
“abacus beads” give devices an edge (p. 34)’.

For more of the latest developments from 
A*STAR researchers, visit our website at 
research.a-star.edu.sg. You can also stay 
up-to-date by following us on Twitter at 
@astar_research, LinkedIn at A*STAR 
Research and Telegram at A*STAR Research.

T

On the cover
A*STAR brings innovation to life  
by connecting and coordinating 
people and resources.

For the latest on A*STAR’s COVID-19 research, please scan the QR code or visit:  
https://research.a-star.edu.sg/tag/covid-19/
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However, the decontamination technique 
must also keep the wearer safe, warned 
Yi Yan Yang, Covering Executive Director 
at A*STAR’s Institute of Bioengineering 
and Bioimaging (IBB).

“ R e p e a t e d  e x p o s u r e  t o  t h e 
decontamination methods may affect 
the integrity of the masks microscopically, 
which could impair their protective 
performance,” Yang explained. While 

there are many commercially available 
mask disinfection technologies, little is 
known about which methods align best 
with standards set by governing bodies 
such as the US Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention (CDC), and the US Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA).

To address these gaps, Yang led a 
team of researchers and collaborated 
with the Institute of Materials Research 
and Engineering (IMRE) and ecosystem 
partners in a study comparing three 
common mask disinfection methods: 
ultraviolet-C (UV-C) irradiation, dry heat 
and steam sterilisation. Their goal was to 
identify the strategy that worked best to 
achieve FDA benchmarks for eliminating 
specific bacteria, fungi and viruses.

Unlike prior studies examining mask 
decontamination, Yang’s team investigated 

Squeaky clean face masks
COVID-19

Mask mandates may be gradually easing,  
but wearing face protection in crowded 
social settings is likely to remain 
commonplace for a while. To combat 
the environmental strain of single-use 
disposable face masks, researchers are now 
exploring ways of giving used masks a new 
lease of life.

Decontaminating used face masks 
is one way of extending their lifespan. 

A head-to-head test of three common mask 
decontamination methods helps frame standardised 
national guidelines.

www.research.a-star.edu.sgA*STAR Research04
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To confirm if the masks could still effectively filter bacteria after several rounds of sterilisation, researchers tested 
samples using an FDA-approved standard method for testing bacterial filtration efficiency called the ASTM F2101-19.

“For members of the 
public, UV-C irradiation 
for 10 minutes in a 
commercially-available 
UV-C steriliser is a 
practical method for 
decontaminating 
surgical masks, as it is 
fast and easy to use.” 

microbe-killing efficiencies on both sides 
of the mask—an important consideration 
given that different materials are used for 
the wearer’s side and the outermost layer.

The data revealed that when it comes 
to mask disinfection, context matters 
as different technologies work better in 
different settings. For example, healthcare 
workers using N95 respirators while caring 
for patients would likely be exposed to 

Bacteria
aerosol

Spray
nozzle

HEPA filter

Bacteria suspension

Staphylococcus
aureus

Compressed air

Syringe pump

Air

Glass
column

Mask

Six-stage
impactor

Agar
plates

Suction and sterilisation

1.   Teo, J.Y., Kng, J., Periaswamy, B., Liu, S., Lim, P.C., 
et al. Exploring Reusability of Disposable Face 
Masks: Effects of Disinfection Methods on Filtration 
Efficiency, Breathability, and Fluid Resistance, 
Global Challenges 5, 2100030 (2021). 

Researchers
Yi Yan Yang, Jye Yng Teo and Jessica Kng, 
IBB

IN BRIEF
To safely decontaminate masks for reuse, researchers 
found N95 respirators needed cycles of steam sterilisation, 
while UV-C irradiation was enough for surgical masks in 
everyday use.

higher levels of infectious agents. Under 
these high-risk circumstances, five cycles 
of steam sterilisation of five to 10 minutes 
each was found to destroy over 99.9 percent 
of microorganisms on the mask, thereby 
fulfilling the FDA’s requirements.

On the other hand, UV-C irradiation 
was not as effective for decontaminating 
N95 masks, with a maximum killing 
efficiency of around 70 percent. However, 

the researchers showed it to be adequate 
for sterilising masks worn outside of 
healthcare settings.

“For members of the public, UV-C 
irradiation for 10 minutes in a commercially-
available UV-C steriliser is a practical method 
for decontaminating surgical masks, as it is 
fast and easy to use,” Yang said.

Together, these findings may help 
to inform national guidelines on mask 
disinfection best practices as we transition 
to a new normal. 

Issue 30 | July – August 2022 05
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had to conduct their study entirely over 
Zoom. The researchers chose a panel of 
easy-to-recognise smells, such as mango 
and detergent, and taste-tested flavours 
that spanned the five basic tastes from 
bitter to sour. 

Dubbed the Singapore Smell and Taste 
Test (SSTT), participants’ test package 
included an easy-to-follow poster, ‘odour 
pens’ and sachets of powdered taste tests. 
The poster also featured a QR code that 
users could scan to register their daily 
results remotely on their smart phones. 

The team tested the effectiveness of 
the SSTT in COVOSMIA-19, a clinical 
trial in a cohort of 99 Singaporeans, 72 
of whom tested positive for COVID-19. 
Most participants gradually stopped 
entering their data over the 28-day trial, 
which the team suggests could be because 
most recover their senses within a week 
of infection, reducing the incentive to 
continue testing. 

Ne v e r t h e l e s s ,  b y  c o m p a r i n g 
participants’ self-reported changes in taste 
and smell in questionnaires with their 
SSTT results, the team determined that 
these symptoms signal the beginnings of 
a COVID-19 infection. 

“We concluded that ‘If you can’t smell, 
you’re not well’ is a good mantra to present 
for a COVID-19 PCR test to confirm  
a suspected COVID-19 infection,” Forde 
said, adding that future studies should 
include incentives and feedback loops to 
boost participant engagement.  

Can’t smell?  
You’re not well

COVID-19

A*STAR researchers have developed a standardised,  
self-administered taste and smell test for detecting 
the early symptoms of COVID-19.

1.   Sheen, F., Tan, V., Lim, A.J., Haldar, S., Sengupta, S., 
et al. The COVOSMIA-19 trial: Preliminary application 
of the Singapore smell and taste test to objectively 
measure smell and taste function with COVID-19. 
Food Quality and Preference 97, 104482 (2022).

Researcher
Ciarán Forde, 
CNRC, SIFBI

IN BRIEF
The Singapore Smell and Taste Test (SSTT) could provide 
a quick, reliable and affordable means to verify a need to 
self-isolate due to potential COVID-19 infection.
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You sit down to tuck into a piping hot 
plate of char kway teow, but something’s 
not quite right. That familiar savoury smell 
is missing, and the first bite is far from 
satisfying. The sudden loss of smell, or 
anosmia, is now globally recognised as an 
early telltale sign of COVID-19.

To public health authorities, this 
curious symptom represented a potentially 
powerful approach for blocking the spread 
of infections; those experiencing anosmia 
could promptly get tested and self-isolate. 

However, self-reported loss-of-smell 
accounts need to be confirmed with 
follow-up clinical tests, most of which were 

cumbersome and expensive, and cannot 
be re-used, said Ciarán Forde, a Senior 
Principal Investigator at A*STAR’s Clinical 
Nutrition Research Centre (CNRC). 

Forde and colleagues envisioned  
a more practical and reliable alternative. 
“Our approach was to develop a rapid and 
cheap self-administered test that a person 
suspecting they had lost their sense of taste 
and smell could use to repeatedly test over 
time,” he said.

Unfortunately, the team’s research 
path was fraught with (pandemic-related) 
obstacles: faced with strict social distancing 
mandates, Forde and his collaborators 

COVID-19
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“We are constantly on 
the lookout for new ideas 
and commercialisation 
opportunities to 
enhance protection 
against infectious 
diseases.”
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NANOSTRUCTURES

Technology and nature are not always 
opposing forces: in fact, many life-changing 
technologies have been inspired by the 
natural world. The inventor of the Velcro 
fastener, for example, was inspired by the 
prickly seeds that clung to his dog’s fur 
after their walks. Now more than half a 
decade later, A*STAR researchers have 
made a similarly unlikely connection—
taking inspiration from insect wings to 
combat bacteria.

In the fight against bacteria, the use of 
harsh chemicals to disinfect high-traffic 
public areas and prevent the spread of disease 
isn’t always ideal, said Yugen Zhang, a Senior 
Principal Investigator and Group Leader at 
A*STAR’s Institute of Bioengineering and 
Bioimaging (IBB). 

“Prolonged usage of these chemicals 
may induce the development of drug-
resistant microbes, rendering any 
reapplication ineffective,”  Zhang 
explained. As an alternative, Zhang’s team 
looked to the naturally bacteria-killing 
cicada wings as summarised by Zhang and 
fellow IBB scientist Siti Nurhanna Riduan 
in a recent article in Acc Chem Res. Cicada 
wings are covered with sharp, microscopic, 
needle-like projections capable of bursting 
microbe cell walls, sparking the scientists’ 
hypothesis that synthetic nanomaterials 
with similar architectures could mimic 
its antimicrobial effect.

“Similar to cicada wings, our zinc-based 
nanostructure surfaces kill microbes by 

physically rupturing the cell membrane,” 
said Zhang. The materials used to design 
the nanosurfaces were intentionally 
selected to boost self-disinfection. 

“The zinc component present on the 
surface releases reactive oxygen species,” 
Zhang explained, adding that this creates a 
halo effect to wipe out nearby bacteria, even 
those not in direct contact with the surface.

In their study, the researchers describe 
how they developed an innovative way 
to fabricate these historically difficult-
to-manufacture complex nanostructured 
materials. They also showed that surface 
chemistry strongly influenced the microbe-
killing effect: positively charged surfaces 
acted like a magnet to attract negatively 
charged bacteria, which were ‘popped’  
by the nanoneedles.

The researchers’ work opens doors for 
chemical-free options for self-disinfecting 
surfaces that can be used in everything from 

walls and doorknobs to wound dressings. 
Two spinoff companies, Polymore 
Greentech and Protogen, have been formed 
to commercialise this technology, with 
more on the way.

“We are constantly on the lookout 
for new ideas and commercialisation 
opportunities to enhance protection against 
infectious diseases,” concluded Zhang. 

Cicada wings: the secret 
to self-cleaning surfaces 
New self-cleaning surfaces created by A*STAR 
researchers take inspiration from cicada wings to 
attract and destroy microbes without harsh chemicals.

1.   Riduan, S.N. and Zhang, Y. Nanostructured Surfaces 
with Multimodal Antimicrobial Action. Accounts of 
Chemical Research 54 (24), 4508-4517 (2021).

Researchers
Yugen Zhang and  
Siti Nurhanna 
Riduan, 
IBB

IN BRIEF
Antimicrobial zinc-based nanoneedles could pave the way 
to self-disinfecting surfaces for medical equipment, building 
fixtures and other high-contact surfaces.

COVID-19
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n January 2020, Singapore saw its first 
cases of COVID-19, a new viral disease 
that few hospitals could diagnose. Within 
a month, the COVID-19 Fortitude Kit— 
a highly specific, all-in-one test kit for 
the responsible virus—would be deployed 

at local hospitals, enabling them to diagnose cases on-
site. Developed, tested and produced entirely within 
Singapore, more than nine million Fortitude Kits have 
been deployed to over 45 countries to date.

This swift journey from basic research to a mass-
produced tool—from genomic data on computers to test 
kits on hospital shelves—took a monumental collaboration 
between many hands from A*STAR, Tan Tock Seng 
Hospital and the nation’s R&D ecosystem. That January, the 
A*STAR engine went into overdrive connecting scientists, 
engineers, clinicians and manufacturers as they raced 
against the clock to deliver solutions to a pressing problem 
facing Singapore and the world.

I

Game-changing new ideas and products are 
born from connecting the right minds and hands. 
In this cover story, we spotlight how A*STAR 
facilitates those connections and cultivates the 
culture needed for an ecosystem of innovation.

DEFINING INNOVATION 
The Fortitude story is just one of many innovations that 
A*STAR has helped realise throughout the agency’s more 
than 30-year history as a national driver for scientific 
discovery and technological innovation.

Within A*STAR, the innovation value chain begins 
with a strong foundation in research: both use-inspired 
basic research (UIBR), which uncovers novel, significant 
scientific insights with potential future applications; and 
applied and translational research (ATR), which adapts 
them into solutions for real-world issues. Fortitude itself 
was built on years of relevant UIBR and ATR expertise 
at the A*STAR Bioinformatics Institute (BII) and the 
Experimental Drug Development Centre (EDDC).

For A*STAR Chief Innovation Officer (CINO) Peter 
Nagler, innovative research is rooted in a mindset that 
embraces change, curiosity, risk-taking, persistence and 
creativity in pursuit of novel solutions. Such traits can 
be fostered within organisations like A*STAR through 
initiatives such as design-thinking workshops, maker 
spaces, and monthly time off for innovation activities, 
he said.

“Culturing innovation is about providing opportunities: 
offering a safe environment to try out things and creating 
an ecosystem that encourages people to do the impossible,” 
said Nagler. “In turn, we expect research talents to give 
back to the ecosystem with their scientific expertise, 
creativity, diversity and passion for the benefit of others.”

However, Nagler emphasised that while good science is 
part of the equation, innovation also takes implementation; 
be it as a product or service, an innovation must create 
value for others.

“At A*STAR, we continuously generate new scientific 
insights, but these must be transformed into something 
tangible—such as new or improved products or services, 
willingly used and funded—to be considered innovations 
in their final form,” explained Nagler. “The road from an 
idea to a solution is often long and arduous. To realise 
that idea, you need to understand the limits of your 
competencies and find the right ecosystem partnerships 
with the right people, skills and behaviours.”

For even the most senior researchers, it can be a 
daunting task to take their insights into further stages of 
the innovation value chain. Thankfully at A*STAR, they 
have the support of a key division: the A*STAR Innovation 
and Enterprise (I&E).

Cover Story
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INNOVATION AND ENTERPRISE: 
STRENGTHENING THE PIPELINE
A*STAR I&E Group’s mission is simple: to help translate 
good science from A*STAR into marketable products 
and services.

“Our mission is closely aligned to Singapore’s Research 
Innovation Enterprise (RIE) 2025 masterplan,” said Sze 
Wee Tan, I&E Assistant Chief Executive. “I&E creates 
opportunities for greater synergies between A*STAR and 
its partners in various partnerships, ranging from research 
collaborations to intellectual property (IP) licencing and 
the creation of spinoff companies from A*STAR research.”

The group hosts a spectrum of platforms and 
initiatives to support all stages in the innovation 
pipeline: from UIBR and ATR, to product development 
and patenting, manufacturing scale-up and market 

access. Industry clusters within the division provide 
expertise in a wide range of sectors, including electronics, 
precision engineering, agritechnology, digital health and  
advanced manufacturing.

A*STAR I&E also oversees national platforms 
such as the Diagnostics Development (DxD) Hub, 
which helped bring Fortitude to life. Building 
on genomics research from BII and EDDC, DxD 
Hub helped optimise the test kit and devised  
a comprehensive, quality-assured manufacturing process. 
This process was then shared with ecosystem partners 
such as MiRXES, a biotech company that itself began as 
an A*STAR spinoff, to help scale up production rapidly.

“Our Local Enterprise Office (LEO) provides local 
enterprises with end-to-end support to build strategies, 
expand networks and form R&D partnerships,” said 
Tan. “With added help for technology planning, transfer  
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Operation and Technology Roadmapping (OTR)
Technology planning and consultancy services to develop customised roadmaps 
aligned to business strategy and goals

Technology for Enterprise Capability Upgrading (T-Up)
Seconded research experts to bolster SMEs’ in-house R&D 
capabilities and develop innovative products

A*START Central (ASC)
Venture incubation with 
open innovation

A*STAR Collaborative 
Commerce Marketplace (ACCM)
Platform for companies to connect and 
advance common business and 
collaboration interests

A*STAR Partner Centre 
(APC) in Suzhou
Launchpad for Singapore 
companies into China

Spectrum of platforms and initiatives supporting various innovation stages
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and access, LEO has collectively impacted over 4,000 
local enterprises.”

I&E also plays a role in national grant administration 
for innovative research under the RIE 2025 plan. One 
such grant, the Manufacturing, Trade and Connectivity 
(MTC) Programmatic Funding Initiative, helped launch 
OculaR BIomaterials and Device (OrBID), a programme 
that develops hydrogel-based biomaterials for unmet 
needs in ophthalmology. Led by Xinyi Su, a Principal 
Investigator at A*STAR’s Institute of Molecular and Cell 
Biology (IMCB), the OrBID programme has since led to  
a spinoff, Vitreogel Innovations (VGI), which received 
S$2.7 million in venture funds for commercialisation. 

Many spinoffs have also been founded by A*STAR 
researchers who aim to turn their lab findings into real-
world innovations. Through support from various I&E 
initiatives, enterprises such as Revivo Biosystems, founded 
by Massimo Alberti, a researcher formerly from A*STAR’s 
Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology 
(SIMTech), are bringing cutting-edge technology such 
as human skin-and-chip microfluidics devices into reality.

“Innovation is no easy feat. However, through our 
collective efforts, we can position Singapore as a thriving 
global hub for research, innovation and enterprise,” 
said Tan.

 A*START CENTRAL:  
THE DEEP TECH INCUBATOR
One key I&E initiative is A*START Central (A*SC),  
an open innovation platform focused on growing deep tech 
startups—startups that develop cutting-edge technology 
to solve advanced engineering or scientific challenges. 

“A*SC is a melting pot for deep tech startups, thanks 
to its facilities and equipment, layered with a continuum 
of A*STAR ecosystem support in the form of access to 
technology, talent and programmes,” said Irene Cheong, 
Executive Director of I&E’s Health and Human Potential 
(HHP) Industry Cluster, as well as Venture Creation and 
Growth (VC&G). “We encourage and prepare A*STAR staff 
to venture build, and help external startup founders with 
their growth by tapping on A*STAR intellectual property 
and resources.” 

A*SC was created in 2016 to address a national gap in 
incubating medtech and biotech startups which needed 
costly infrastructure, particularly wet labs, for prototyping 
or testing. Today, it hosts venture-building programmes 
open to both A*STAR staff and aspiring entrepreneurs. 

Yann Chong Tan
Founder, Nuevocor 

Solutions: Gene therapies for 
untreatable cardiomyopathies.

Progress: Raised US$24 million in 
June 2021 in Series A financing, co-led 
by EVX Ventures and the Boehringer 
Ingelheim Venture Fund (BIVF).

Alvin Hung
Co-founder,  
Ligature Therapeutics

Oliver Worsley
Co-founder, Sequential Skin

Solutions: Genomic and microbiome 
assays for skin health.

Progress: Raised US$2.7 million to 
date with support from EnterpriseSG, 
A*STAR’s Genome Institute of 
Singapore (GIS), and other local and 
international investors.

FROM SCHOLARS TO INNOVATORS
Several former A*STAR Graduate Academy (A*GA) scholars 
have founded spinoffs that have since gained traction 
with significant venture funding support. These include 
biotech startup Ligature Therapeutics, the first spinoff from 
A*STAR’s Experimental Drug Development Centre (EDDC). 

Co-founded in late-2020 by A*STAR scholar Alvin Hung 
with fellow EDDC researchers Thomas Keller and Congbao 
Kang, Ligature uses novel drug discovery technology 
developed at EDDC to design small molecule targeted 
protein degraders (TPDs); a new generation of potentially 
life-saving drugs that could act on previously ‘undruggable’ 
disease-causing proteins in cancer and other illnesses.

After licensing the technology through I&E, Ligature 
would go on to raise US$6 million in seed funding through 
the support of Lightstone Ventures, a life sciences venture 
capital fund, and Enterprise Singapore (EnterpriseSG),  
a government agency for enterprise development.

Other A*GA scholars with building momentum include:
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The innovation
A deep immunomics platform to discover novel T-cell 
receptor-based therapeutics.

The challenges
“To optimise our work, we had to keep solving 
technical problems in the lab and improving 
protocols, reagents and pipelines. We had to come 
up with single-cell sequencing technology adapted 
for our needs and hire for specific skillsets, such as 
machine learning, to refine our predictive algorithms.”

The A*STAR support
“A*STAR I&E licenced the technology developed in 
SIgN to us. As we grew and needed capital, they 
referred us to local and overseas investors. In the early 
years, we had research collaborations with SIgN and 
were co-located within their facilities for some time.”

The mindset 
Step outside your field.  
“My mentor taught me to observe and gain exposure to 
how other industries operate, and to think of ways to apply 
and adapt their innovations to my own industry.”

Give everyone a voice.  
“Solutions don’t have to come from the top. Create a 
culture where every team member is empowered and 
encouraged to contribute their own ideas.”

Words to future innovators
Prepare mentally for the long haul and be mission-driven. 
“Keep loved ones in the loop. Inform them of how your 
plans might impact your personal life as you’ll need their 
support. Remember that your endeavours also impact 
other people in your life.”

Choon Peng Ng
A*STAR’s Singapore 
Immunology Network (SIgN)

The spinoff: Immunoscape

The innovation
Advanced sound recognition technology for elderly 
care monitoring, detecting abnormal sounds and falls.

The challenges
“It can be hard to find a product-market fit. 
Prototyping is typically costly, and making products 
means working on aesthetic design, bill-of-material 
costs, ease of installation and so on. You also have to 
consider the go-to-market strategy and pricing.”

The A*STAR support
“A*STAR’s T-Up programme helped us recruit 
experienced engineers despite the manpower 
shortages in Singapore.”

The mindset
Dare to take calculated risks.  
“Turning an idea for an application into technology takes 
time and investment—this is a risk we must embrace.”

Believe in your goals.  
“Having the mindset to do good and improve the lives 
of others will keep you moving forward, no matter how 
many failures you may face along the way.”

Words to future innovators
Keep the fire going.  
“Be humble, hungry and daring when thinking of new 
ways to improve the quality of life of one’s community!”

Yeow Kee Tan
A*STAR’s Institute for 
Infocomm Research (I2R) 

The spinoff: SoundEye

THREE INNOVATION JOURNEYS 
Perspectives from three A*STAR researchers who took innovative research into successful spinoff enterprises.

Cover Story
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As deep tech startups typically need a longer gestation 
period to reach market readiness, A*SC’s entrepreneurship, 
pitching, and business modelling training helps prepare 
startups for the fundraising process.

The platform also provides community-building and 
peer support programmes for researchers, entrepreneurs, 
and investors across diverse disciplines.

“We see ourselves first and foremost as an ecosystem 
builder,” said Cheong. “Pre-COVID, we were hosting 
close to 300 events a year, ranging from two-hour sharing 
sessions with partners to four-day bootcamps. Every year, 
we estimate over 10,000 people attend our events.”

These events include the A*SC Essentials Programme 
on core entrepreneurial skills, one-on-one clinics with 
industry professionals, and mentor link-ups for business 
development, said Cheong. 

At present, A*SC has incubated more than 80 deep 
tech startups, and has raised more than S$950 million 
in funds since 2016. In the last tranche of RIE funding, 
A*STAR spinoffs and startups supported by the agency 
raised over S$500 million to bring their solutions to life.

A*STAR MAKEATHON:  
A HOTBED OF CREATIVITY
One of A*SC’s newest programmes, the A*STAR 
Makeathon, is an annual creative challenge open to  
A*STAR researchers aiming to accelerate innovative ideas 
into prototypes. 

“The Makeathons foster entrepreneurial thinking 
within A*STAR and generate key experiences on how to 
translate an idea into a marketable product,” said Nagler.

The inaugural event, held in 2021, featured the theme 
of sustainable solutions for Singapore. Twenty teams 
pitched their ideas to a jury, with nine shortlisted for 
training and support in business building and developing 
their prototypes. Of these, three winning innovations 
were selected for further A*STAR support:

 Ecotracker: a plug-and-play artificial intelligence (AI) 
device to help households track food item expiry and 
reduce wastage.
 PowerClad: a low-cost, easily retrofitted adaptive  
solar facade to cool buildings while generating 
renewable energy. 
 IMEnviro: compact and self-calibrated sensor modules 
to monitor crops in vertical farms.

The innovation 
Early cancer detection using non-invasive  
liquid biopsy.

The challenges
“Challenges include finding financial support for 
research, suitable applications and commercialisation. 
Inventions in the biotech industry have a long gestation 
period. Also, commercialising innovative technology 
involves basic research studies and creating important 
intellectual property (IP).”

The A*STAR support 
“Academic and financial support from large public sector 
agencies such as A*STAR and NRF helped us in our early 
liquid biopsy translational studies. They also provided 
us with industrial grants and clinical samples to help us 
translate our innovations and gain real-world evidence.”

The mindset
Pair imagination with relentless execution.  
“Seeing the suffering caused by invasive diagnostic  
tools and late-stage cancer treatment drove me to  
make a promise that I would develop quicker, less  
painful solutions.”

Words to future innovators
Build on deep scientific insights.  
“Our work is built on generations of past discoveries.”

Be commercially aware.  
“When building tools for real-world applications, try to 
validate their commercial potential and pinpoint target 
segments to guide product development.”

Min Han Tan
A*STAR’s Institute of Bioengineering 
and Bioimaging (IBB)

The spinoff: Lucence
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Prototyping Support offers advanced training, and the 
BOLT Initiative offers in-market mentoring for accelerated 
US market access.

To date, SB has trained over 750 innovators including 
fellows, university students and industry professionals 
in the HMT ecosystem. Within A*STAR alone, more 
than 100 individuals across the agency’s divisions have 
received Biodesign training, while SB’s Design Thinking 
workshops have covered more than 450 researchers and 
corporate staff.

“Moving forward, SB is also working with I&E’s 
Medtech, Diagnostics and Digital Health (MDD) cluster 
and the rest of A*STAR to create new training programmes 
and expand our current BOLT programme with renowned 
US incubator Fogarty Innovation,” said Tan.

DRIVING ONWARD
“In its 30-year history, A*STAR has shown its capability 
to innovate and contribute value to Singapore’s economy 
and society, supporting its ambition to become a world-
class scientific hub,” said Nagler. 

To keep that momentum going, the agency will 
continue to strongly invest in nurturing research talent 
across scientific disciplines, growing the UIBR and ATR 
expertise at the heart of innovation. Through this and 
tandem support for network-building, commercialisation 
and other downstream parts of the innovation value chain, 
the agency will continue to fulfil its role as an innovation 
engine, driving its strategic growth to meet Singapore’s 
national aspirations and grand challenges. 

SINGAPORE BIODESIGN: DEVELOPING 
HEALTH TECHNOPRENEURS 
Another skills-building initiative hosted under I&E is 
Singapore Biodesign (SB), a national talent development 
platform for innovators in the Health and MedTech 
(HMT) ecosystem. SB provides a repertoire of training 
programmes based on the original Biodesign Programme 
developed by Stanford University.

“The Biodesign framework has been validated across 
international markets,” said Tan. “Our training covers 
eight main innovation skills and competencies laid out in 
the HMT Innovation Talent white paper jointly endorsed 
by the National Research Foundation Singapore (NRF), 
Enterprise Singapore (EnterpriseSG) and A*STAR.”

These competencies are paired with “a needs-centric 
methodology that provides our target adult professional 
with a robust playbook to support their daily work,”  
he added.

Created in joint partnership with Stanford University 
and the Singapore Economic Development Board (EDB), 
SB’s programmes include bite-sized subsidised workshops 
covering domain-specific knowledge for HMT innovators, 
as well as open-access lectures from HMT industry experts.

Six-month SB fellowships also provide more intensive 
Biodesign training, particularly their flagship Innovation 
Fellowship, a full-time programme focused on developing 
new HMTs for unmet clinical needs in Asia. Alternately, 
the SB Faculty Fellowship offers a part-time programme 
for senior leaders in HMT looking to adopt Biodesign in 
their institutions. To support fellowship alumni, SB’s Early 

Henry Ho Sun Sien (2011)
Director, The Innovation Centre, 
SingHealth; Chairman (Surgery/
Surgical Oncology), SGH/NCCS 

Solutions: The Mona Lisa,  
a robotics-assisted 
transperineal prostate biopsy 
device under A*STAR spinoff 
Biobot Surgicals; Klaro,  
a surgical lighting solution.

Prusothman  
Sina Raja (2014)
CEO and Co-founder, 
Privi Medical/Hannah Life 
Technologies

Solutions: Instalief, a drug-free 
immediate pain relief device  
for haemorrhoids; Hannahlife,  
an effective low-cost home 
infertility treatment.

AT A GLANCE:  
BIODESIGNED INNOVATIONS BY SB INNOVATION FELLOWSHIP ALUMNI 
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The SIMTech Innovation Factory is a co-creation 
space that helps SMEs and researchers fast-
track the design, prototyping and production of 
innovative products.

S
itting in Singapore’s Jurong Industrial 
District is one of A*STAR’s more 
recent efforts to cultivate the country’s 
innovation ecosystem: the Innovation 
Factory (IF). 

Created in partnership between 
the Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology 
(SIMTech) and Enterprise Singapore (EnterpriseSG), 
the co-creation space is a one-stop centre for small 
and medium enterprises (SMEs) looking to ideate, 
design, engineer and produce new innovative products. 
Equipped with industrial design expertise and advanced 
manufacturing capabilities, IF aims to accelerate the 
innovation journey for these enterprises by helping them 
tap into A*STAR’s scientists and engineers, as well as 
licence A*STAR technology to support their creations.

“Many SMEs in Singapore have an extensive 
background in products through years of supporting 
larger companies in their supply chains and distribution,” 
said David Low, SIMTech Executive Director. “Some 
SMEs might have ideas for innovative products of  
their own. However, the infrastructure needed to turn 
that idea into a product on the shelf can often be too 
costly for them, unlike larger companies with in-house 
R&D departments.”

A HELPING HAND FOR SMEs
IF was conceived after Low and A*STAR Chief Executive 
Officer (CEO) Frederick Chew toured research facilities 
in Germany that were able to demonstrate real, tangible 
products built upon their research and capabilities.

“Our CEO had the idea that we could do more product 
innovation within our labs, and we thought it would 
be good to work with experienced SMEs who had the 
ambition to own their inventions,” said Low. 

The pilot IF facility was opened at SIMTech in 2020 
amid the COVID-19 pandemic. Despite the challenges 
at the time, the full facility is now operational alongside 
SIMTech’s new location at JTC CleanTech 2B, with an 
official launch planned for 2023. 

Within IF, various labs offer prototyping equipment 
ranging from 3D printers for additive manufacturing 
to virtual and augmented reality systems for exploring 
simulated materials and designs. These are paired with 
consultations with design and engineering experts across 
A*STAR to accelerate prototype creation and upscaling.

In 2021, four innovative products were launched by 
SMEs in collaboration with IF, ranging from nutritious 
edible cutlery to photogrammetric laser scanners. “We 
measure IF’s success by whether our partners eventually 
launch their product,” said Low.

THE INNOVATION FACTORY

Cover Story
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“We give our people the 
freedom to innovate and come 
up with ideas for solutions. 
We also break projects down 
into shorter phases, allowing 
us to fail fast and learn faster, 
which is key to innovation.”
—  David Low, Executive Director of Singapore Institute  

of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech)

The IF team also works with A*STAR research 
institutes (RIs) to help them productise solutions. One 
such recent collaboration was with the Institute of 
Materials Research and Engineering (IMRE), which 
produced a detection system to assess possible 
contaminants in commercial milk powders.

WIDENING THE WHEEL
To assemble the unique skillsets needed to tackle 
a variety of design projects (which can range from 
factory-floor electronics to food and beverages), IF is 
led by a small core team that draws on deeper scientific 
and engineering expertise as needed—what Low calls 
a hub-and-spoke model. 

“The IF team consists of industrial designers, project 
managers and business managers. We pull researchers and 
engineers from various RIs and the local R&D ecosystem 
to put together the different skillsets needed for each 
industry and project,” said Low. “Between SIMTech and 
the Advanced Remanufacturing and Technology Centre 
(ARTC), we have a broad range of experts and engineering 
know-how across multiple research groups to draw from.”

Low, who also holds the role of Chief Executive Officer 
at ARTC, notes that the flexibility of this approach allows 
IF project teams to be iterative and agile in product 
development, jumping as needed between the four phases 
of IF’s IDEA methodology: Ideation, Design, Engineering 
and Application. 

“We give our people the freedom to innovate and come 
up with ideas for solutions,” said Low. “We also break 
projects down into shorter phases, allowing us to fail fast 
and learn faster, which is key to innovation.”

FUTURE ASPIRATIONS
Work at IF aligns with a wider agenda for innovation 
at SIMTech and ARTC, which are industry-fronting 
translational RIs within A*STAR. While ARTC is more 
consortium-based, working with large companies, end 
users and technology service providers, SIMTech’s ethos is 
to focus on SMEs, helping them stay competitive through 
advanced manufacturing technologies.

“At SIMTech and ARTC, we’re working to advance 
innovation in four areas: autonomous manufacturing, 
advanced manufacturing processes, net-zero manufacturing, 
and a resilient value chain,” said Low. 

“To do this, we’re collaborating with our sister RIs 
in A*STAR for interdisciplinary solutions, as innovation 
doesn’t happen only in one domain. Our ethos is to 
have a balance of ‘build, borrow, buy’; rather than build 
everything from the ground up ourselves, we bring others 
with deeper knowledge or critical leverage.”

While the Innovation Factory may be up and running, 
it is slated for multiple phases of further development, 
each aimed at deepening and broadening its capabilities. 

“Breadth-wise, we’re hoping to cover more industries, 
while depth-wise, we’re moving towards high-value 
design—design for circularity, for sustainability, and 
even for business model innovation,” said Low. “Step by 
step, we will increase the complexity we can offer our 
partners on their innovation journey.”  
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Cancer cell stake-out 
reveals new associations

Observing a home’s front door paints  
a picture of the people who live inside—
children hurry out to catch the school bus 
every morning, groceries get delivered, and 
parents return from work in the evening. 
Similarly, by looking at discrete regions on 
the surface of cancer cells, researchers find 
clues about what’s going on inside, which 
in turn, may reveal new therapeutic targets.

Take PAK4, for example. This protein 
kinase is concentrated at the site where 
cells contact each other: these cell-cell 
junctions contain a host of proteins that 
can promote cancer cell growth. Until 
now, however, cancer researchers have not 
identified which neighbouring proteins 
PAK4 might associate with, and why.

“PAK4 is known to promote the survival 
of cancer cells, but no clear mechanism of 
action has emerged,” explained Yohendran 
Baskaran, a Senior Research Fellow at 
A*STAR’s Institute of Molecular and Cell 
Biology (IMCB). Baskaran, together with 
Felicia Pei-Ling Tay, a Senior Research 
Officer, is part of a team led by Edward 
Manser, a Senior Principal Investigator 
at IMCB, that is using several molecular 
toolkits to unravel PAK4’s mysteries.

The researchers started with a hot 
lead: PAK4 activates proteins nearby 
via a biochemical process known 
as phosphorylation. “We wanted to 
understand what proteins PAK4 associates 
with, and then phosphorylates,” Baskaran 
said, adding that they had narrowed 

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

their scope of search to a tiny region of 
approximately 20-nanometre radius at 
the cell-cell junction. 

T h e  s c i e n t i s t s  l e v e r a g e d  a n 
ultrasensitive tagging method developed 
in Singapore called BioID. This technique 
allowed them to pin a molecular ‘beacon’ 
on PAK4 to identify only extremely close 
proteins. In addition, by adding isotope 
labelling they were able to rank the level 
of interaction. Their search turned up 
27 close proximal proteins, of which one 
called Afadin appeared to play a prominent 
role—removing Afadin caused PAK4 to 
disappear from the cell membrane.

A deeper look at the Afadin-PAK4 
connection revealed something more 
unexpected. “The striking dependence 
on Afadin indicates that PAK4 doesn’t 
work at the conventional sites of cell-
cell adherens junctions,” said Manser. 
“Instead, the results suggest they are in 
a smaller ‘control region’ nearby linked 
to membrane proteins called nectins.” 
This complex in turn can reorganise the 

A molecular tagging tool developed in Singapore 
identifies novel protein interactions on the surface  
of cancer cells.
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cell-cell junctions in cancer cells, allowing 
them to thrive.

The team continues to follow the trail of 
breadcrumbs that emerged from this study: 
for example, PAK4 phosphorylation sites on 
neighbouring proteins. “The most important 
goal is to generate biomarkers of PAK4 
activity, allowing us to investigate for the 
first time which types of cancer are driven 
by PAK4’s action,” explained Manser. 

“PAK4 is known to 
promote the survival 
of cancer cells, but no 
clear mechanism of 
action has emerged.”
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Researchers
Edward Manser, Yohendran Baskaran  
and Felicia Pei-Ling Tay, 
IMCB

1.   Baskaran, Y., Tay, F.P-L., Ng, E.Y.W., Swa, C.L.F.,  
Wee, S., et al. Proximity proteomics identifies 
PAK4 as a component of Afadin-Nectin junctions.  
Nature Communications 12, 5315 (2021).

IN BRIEF
Using BioID, researchers found a close relationship between 
cancer-promoting protein PAK4 and a neighbouring protein, 
Afadin, which helps PAK4 stay anchored to cell membranes.
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deletion appeared to shut down glycolysis 
completely in macrophages was very 
surprising to us,” said Wong, explaining 
that the team anticipated that the many 
other related glucose transporters would 
have compensated for the missing GLUT1.

Deactivating GLUT1 and thereby 
preventing glycolysis in macrophages 
also triggered an influx of cancer-
killing immune cells such as cytotoxic T 
lymphocytes into the tumours in mice.

Interestingly, a similar phenomenon 
is likely to be happening in humans too. 
The team searched clinical databases of 
pancreatic cancer and found that patients 
with lower levels of GLUT1 expression 
had better survival outcomes. This means 
that GLUT1, alongside other metabolic 
biomarkers, could one day serve as a 
sort of signature to help predict survival 
outcomes in pancreatic cancer patients.

“More often than not, preclinical 
observations are not recapitulated in 
the clinic,” Wong said. “We were very 
pleasantly surprised to observe such 
fidelity and translatability between our 
mouse data and patient outcomes.” 

Still, Wong explains that given the 
complexity of macrophage biology, 
future studies need to dig deeper into 
the intricacies of glycolysis and tumour 
progression before GLUT1 can be regarded 
as a potential treatment target. 
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1.   Penny, H.L., Sieow, J.L., Gun, S.Y., Lau, M.C., Lee, B.,  
et al. Targeting Glycolysis in Macrophages 
Confers Protection Against Pancreatic Ductal 
Adenocarcinoma. International Journal of 
Molecular Sciences 22, 6350 (2021).

Researchers
Xianne Penny and 
Siew Cheng Wong, 
SIgN

IN BRIEF
Disabling GLUT1 in tumour-associated macrophages cuts off 
energy supplied to tumours and triggers a strong immune 
response against them.

Glucose-guzzling immune 
cells aggravate tumours

Much like comparing an old, diesel-powered 
car with today’s electric vehicles, cancer 
cells run on very different energy systems 
from healthy cells. Almost all tumours 
generate energy from glucose through  
a metabolic process called glycolysis, which 
is much faster than the metabolic pathways 
used by healthy tissues.

While scientists have known about 
tumours’ dependence on glycolysis since 
the 1930s, much less is known about 
the metabolisms of other cells within 
the tumour microenvironment. A prime 
example is a macrophage, an immune  
cell thought to promote inflammation and 
tumour growth. 

Advances in understanding the 
metabolic pathways utilised by these 
immune cel ls  could unlock new 
therapeutic targets to stop tumours, said 
Siew Cheng Wong, Director of Research 
Administration at A*STAR’s Singapore 
Immunology Network (SIgN). In their 
study, Wong and a team of cancer experts 
explored links between the metabolism 
of macrophages in pancreatic tumours 
and cancer patient survival.

CANCER RESEARCH

Using metabolic assays, Wong and 
her team found that much like cancer 
cells, tumour-associated macrophages 
(TAMs) were heavily reliant on glycolysis 
for their metabolic needs. Next, they 
studied how TAM glycolysis influenced 
disease outcomes of an orthotopic 
pancreatic cancer mouse model that 
lacked functional GLUT1, a glycolysis gene 
involved in ferrying glucose into cells on 
macrophages through genetic alteration.

In an unexpected result, they found 
that mice lacking GLUT1 on macrophages 
had significantly smaller tumours and 
survived longer. “The fact that GLUT1 

Researchers discover that the deletion of a gene linked 
to glucose metabolism leads to smaller pancreatic 
tumours and better patient survival.

“The fact that GLUT1 
deletion appeared to 
shut down glycolysis 
completely in 
macrophages was  
very surprising to us.”

Human Health and Potential
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What has a head, body and tail, and is linked 
to one of Singapore’s most pressing public 
health threats? It is the pancreas, a flat and 
roughly hand-length organ that churns out 
insulin to balance blood sugar levels in our 
bodies. Type 2 diabetes is linked to ‘tired’ 
pancreatic beta cells that no longer make 
enough insulin as a result of chronically 
unhealthy lifestyles.

Restoring the function of these 
dysfunctional beta cells has remained  
a challenge, given that many of the 
molecular events governing insulin 
secretion remain an enigma. For example, 
scientists don’t quite understand how beta 
cells pump out insulin molecules, although 
they hypothesise it relies heavily on  
a cellular process called exocytosis. 

“Since insulin granule exocytosis is 
the final and a common step of insulin 
secretion, we are particularly interested 
in studying the regulation of insulin 
exocytosis,” said Wing Yan So, a Research 
Scientist at A*STAR’s Institute of Molecular 
and Cell Biology (IMCB). Together with 
team leader Weiping Han, a Research 
Director at IMCB, So and a team of 
experts zeroed in on a protein called PAX6,  
a transcription factor known to be crucial 
for orchestrating pancreatic development 
and function.

The scientists developed a lab-based 
cell culture model of the human pancreas 
for their study, which allowed them to 
selectively turn PAX6 and its related 
proteins on and off. This enabled them 

A breakthrough discovery describes key molecular 
players involved in insulin secretion, paving the way for 
a new class of gene therapies targeting type 2 diabetes.

to map the dynamic cascade of molecular 
interactions involved in insulin exocytosis 
in high resolution. 

The team found that it all begins with 
PAX6, which sets off a domino effect, 
activating other transcription factors, 
such as CREB, downstream. This flurry 
of molecular activity culminates in the 
expression of Munc18-1 and Munc18-2, 
transport proteins that work to ferry 
insulin out of beta cells.

The researchers also found that 
simulated diabetic conditions upended 
this delicate PAX6/CREB/Munc18-1/2 
axis, which significantly reduced insulin  
secretion.  Fol lowing up on this 
breakthrough result, the team explored 
a potential solution: a gene therapy that 
restores balance to the exocytosis axis.

They created a genetically engineered 
adenovirus that acts as a harmless vector, 
delivering a specialised gene therapy that 
restores PAX6 function. They then tested 
the experimental therapy in a mouse model 
of type 2 diabetes and found that it helped 
boost PAX6 expression in beta cells, thereby 
revitalising insulin secretion. 

“Our results shed light onto the 
pathophysiological role of PAX6 in type 
2 diabetes,” So and Han said, adding that 
their team is now focused on building on 
this new body of knowledge to support 
the development of next-generation gene 
therapy for diabetes. 

1.   So, W.Y., Liu, W.N., Teo, A.K.K., Rutter, G.A. and 
Han, W. Paired box 6 programs essential exocytotic 
genes in the regulation of glucose-stimulated 
insulin secretion and glucose homeostasis. Science 
Translational Medicine 13, eabb1038 (2021).

Researchers
Weiping Han  
and Wing Yan So, 
IMCB

IN BRIEF
Researchers found that while type 2 diabetes disrupted 
PAX6 and other related proteins responsible for secreting 
insulin from pancreatic beta cells, a PAX6-restoring gene 
therapy rebalanced the system.

Gene therapy restores 
broken insulin pump

DIABETES
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Coconut-based plastics 
for a greener Singapore
A*STAR scientists have developed a process 
for transforming coconut waste into strong and 
biodegradable bioplastics.

SUSTAINABILITY

Did you know that worldwide, less 
than 10 percent of plastic ends up being 
recycled? The rest goes into landfills or 
pollutes delicate ecosystems where it takes 
centuries to break down, slowly releasing 
toxic chemicals and microplastics into  
the environment.

Despite calls to reduce our reliance on 
plastics, their excellent performance means 

they aren’t going away any time soon.  
To alleviate the effects of plastic use, 
materials scientists are concentrating their 
efforts on developing more eco-friendly 
alternatives, called bioplastics.

“Today’s bioplastics are usually made 
of biomass fillers in a conventional plastics 
matrix, which gives them properties similar 
to petroleum-based plastics,” said Dan Kai, 

a Senior Scientist at A*STAR’s Institute of 
Materials Research and Engineering (IMRE). 
“However, these bioplastics are still not fully 
biodegradable and generate a substantial 
amount of microplastics.”

On the other hand, bioplastics made 
entirely out of plant pulp fibres don’t 
stack up to traditional petroleum-
based plastics in mechanical strength 
and waterproofness. In search of next-
generation plant-based bioplastics, Kai 
and his colleagues stumbled upon an 
unlikely solution—coconuts. 

Given that discarded coconut husks 
are both strong yet fully biodegradable, 
the team explored the possibility of using 
coconuts to create a stronger, more 
resilient plant-based bioplastic.

The researchers described a technique 
for processing coconut husks using  
a chemical reaction that strips away lignin, 
the component that gives plant tissues 

Photo credit: PhotoLife_Style / Shutterstock
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“Today’s bioplastics 
are usually made of 
biomass fillers in a 
conventional plastics 
matrix, which gives 
them properties 
similar to petroleum-
based plastics.”

their stiff structure, to reveal soft and 
flexible fibres. The fibres are easier to work 
with and bind together when compressed 
during bioplastic preparation.

Kai’s team also demonstrated that 
coconut bioplastics produced using 
this technique could create more than a 

When compared to other materials, the team’s coconut husk bioplastics were more resistant to bending (flexural strength) and stretching (tensile strength) than some 
plastic-biomass composites.

simple plastic alternative: it could also be 
used to create electrochemical biosensors 
for applications in healthcare wearables 
that monitor biometrics such as blood 
glucose levels.

“Our bioplastic is much stronger than 
paper-based biosensors and comparable 
to commonly used petroleum-based 
polymers,” said Kai. “The chemical stability 
and biodegradability of our material make 
it attractive as a single-use sensor for 
biological fluids such as sweat.”

However, Kai warned that producing 
coconut bioplastics commercially may be 
tricky, given that variables such as storage 
conditions can introduce inconsistencies 
in the husks and ultimately affect the end-
product. Moving forward, they plan to work 
on improving the physical properties of their 
bioplastic, as well as investigate its utility 
in other applications such as packaging  
and electronics.

Natural woodCoconut husk bioplastic

Polypropylene (PP)

PP-biomass composites

PLA-biomass composites

Polylactic acid 
(PLA)

“We are also interested in processing 
other sources of food and agricultural 
waste such as spent coffee grounds, 
sugarcane and orange peels, to accelerate 
sustainable development in Singapore 
under the Zero Waste Masterplan,”  
added Kai. 

Researcher
Dan Kai, 
IMRE

1.   Leow, Y., Sequerah, V., Tan, Y.C., Yu, Y., Peterson, 
E.C., et al. A tough, biodegradable and water-
resistant plastic alternative from coconut husk. 
Composites Part B: Engineering 241, 110031 (2022).

IN BRIEF
Pure coconut husk bioplastics could be stronger and more 
sustainable alternatives to those based on mixing plant 
matter with conventional plastics.
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AN EYE 
FOR VISION 

SCIENCE
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Studying the way we see the world can help us 
develop more accessible product and treatment 
designs, says A*STAR scholar Shui’er Han.

he human retina sends an estimated 
10 million bits of data per second to 
the brain—a continuous process that 
runs from the moment we wake up 
until we fall asleep. We interpret this 
visual data unconsciously to perceive 

the shapes, colours and movements of the people and 
objects around us. And alongside our other four senses, 
we use our sense of sight to make sense of the world in 
ways we don’t often interrogate.

But for Shui’er Han, recipient of the A*STAR 
International Fellowship Award, it was her exposure to 
sensory perception research as a research assistant and 
later as a graduate student that opened her eyes to vision 
science, or the fascinating and multidisciplinary field that 
studies the intricate ways we process the neural signals 
our eyes send to our brains.

Combining optometry, computer science, neuroscience 
and psychology, Han studies how experience affects 
perception. In some studies, she looks into how showing 
rapidly changing images to one eye can keep the other 
eye from perceiving something right in front of it. In 
others, she shows how temporarily depriving sight of the 
periphery of one eye can increase its sensitivity—research 
that may lead to creative treatments for eye disorders 
like amblyopia.

Han hopes to translate her findings on visual awareness 
into real-life applications, whether that’s in improving 
clinical treatments, refining product design or improving 
accessibility and inclusivity for those with sensory 
perception issues, such as the autistic community.

In this interview with A*STAR Research, Han talks 
about her journey from the social sciences to computer 
science and experimental psychology, and how her 
research may lead to exciting and more inclusive products 
and treatments.

T
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WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO BE 
A VISION SCIENTIST AND 
APPLY FOR THE A*STAR 
INTERNATIONAL FELLOWSHIP 
(AIF) AWARD?

I became interested in sensory perception during my 
stint as a research assistant at the Duke–NUS Medical 
School from 2009 to 2012, and my interests underwent 
a period of refining during graduate school. 

Before this period, I thought vision science was about 
ophthalmology and optometry. However, exposure to 
this field showed me a very wide and exciting field that 
crosses multiple disciplines. For example, basic vision 
science knowledge such as image contrast, perception 
of glossiness and depth is very useful for designing 3D 
graphics and improving virtual reality (VR) experiences. 
In addition, some visual phenomena can be used as 
non-invasive markers of certain brain functions.

As my work sits at the intersection of basic vision 
science and translational research, the AIF was a 
good choice for me, given the interdisciplinary and 
collaborative potential of A*STAR. 

CAN YOU TELL US MORE 
ABOUT YOUR RESEARCH 
ON EXPERIENCE AND 
PERCEPTION?

My work thus far is focused on simulating naturalistic 
experiences using 3D technology and VR. Previous vision 
science experiments didn’t properly represent what we 
experience in the real world, as they tended to sacrifice 
realism for experimental control.

Given the advances in 3D technology and VR, we 
have an opportunity to combine the rigour of basic 
research techniques and realism. These naturalistic 
experience simulations can be used in many ways, 
including providing more realistic visual screening tools 
and evaluating display designs and optical treatments. 

Q:

Q:

WHAT ARE YOUR INNOVATION 
GOALS FOR YOUR WORK?

I hope to improve treatment and product design 
by incorporating sensory experiences—be it from 
basic research findings in vision science or through 
simulations. Sensory experience is what we deal with 
daily, and so incorporating it into product and treatment 
designs may offer opportunities for design improvement 
and inclusiveness.

Q:
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COULD YOU DESCRIBE  
A CURRENT PROJECT YOU 
ARE WORKING ON?

One of the projects I’m working on right now involves 
rendering a real-life concert hall into a 3D model for VR 
and 3D audio recording. This is a collaborative effort 
with multiple groups at the University of Rochester. 
I am very grateful for this collaboration because  
it is quite a massive undertaking. We currently have  
a working, naturalistic 3D audio-visual VR experience 
that can be used to assess 3D audio-visual perception 
in different populations.

Moving forward, we hope to explore how different 
populations perceive light and sound in this VR 
environment, as previous research using unnatural 
stimuli have has suggested differences in audio-visual 

perception in autistic individuals and those 
with schizophrenia.

YOU’VE PARTICIPATED IN 
SEVERAL PUBLIC OUTREACH 
EVENTS. WHY DO YOU THINK 
SCIENCE COMMUNICATION  
IS IMPORTANT?

A lot of advances in science are locked behind 
journal paywalls and—at least to my knowledge— 
a lot more can be done to relay this information to the 
general public. Considering that one goal of research 
is to better mankind and the environment, it would be 
a pity if this knowledge is not shared.

In addition, science is widely applicable to many 
domains, even art! So, sharing our scientific knowledge 
can potentially benefit other fields, even though it may 
not be obvious to us.

Plus, science communication can inspire the next 
generation. I vividly remember an incident during  
a public outreach event. We were demonstrating visual 
illusions to a class of young children when one of them 
came up to us and expressed interest in becoming a 
scientist when they grew up. That made our day.

 HOW DO YOU SEE YOUR 
RESEARCH EVOLVING IN THE 
NEXT DECADE?

I see my work moving towards developing 
inclusive experiences by incorporating sensory 

experience in product and treatment design.  
I hope that I will get to apply sensory knowledge 

to more fields not typically associated with the 
public notion of science, such as art.

      AS AN ASPIRING 
INNOVATOR, WHAT 
ADVICE DO YOU HAVE 
FOR OTHER YOUNG 
SCIENTISTS?

Be open to different kinds of 
knowledge and fields. And just try. 
Visiting different labs has shown me 
so many interesting approaches to 
science. Just knowing that makes the 
entire process fun and exciting.  

Q: Q:

Q:

Q:

“Sensory experience is 
what we deal with daily, 
and so incorporating 
it into product and 
treatment designs may 
offer opportunities for 
design improvement 
and inclusiveness.”
—  Shui’er Han, A*STAR International Fellowship scholar
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1.   Luo, Y., Li, W., Lin, Q., Zhang, F., He, K., et al.  
A Morphable Ionic Electrode Based on Thermogel 
for Non-Invasive Hairy Plant Electrophysiology. 
Advanced Materials 33, 2007848 (2021).

Researchers
Xian Jun Loh and  
Xiaodong Chen, 
IMRE

IN BRIEF
The hair-like structures covering the stems of most plants 
are a challenge for measurement technologies to navigate.

The secret lives  
of hairy plants 

MATERIALS SCIENCE

Compared to most animals, plants use much 
subtler forms of communication, emitting 
faint electrical signals in response to 
environmental changes. For years, scientists 
have been trying to pick up and decode 
this elusive plant ‘language’—signals that 
could hold clues to improving agricultural 
practices and protecting vulnerable species.

However, devices used to capture 
these signals often cannot do so without 
damaging delicate leaves and stems.  
So far, non-invasive measurement 
technologies have fallen flat as their 
electrodes cannot conform to the intricate 
structures and surface features of plants, 
being too rigid or adhering too weakly to 
take reliable measurements. 

The fine, hair-like structures that cover 
the stems of most plants are among the 
most challenging topographies to tackle, 
said Xian Jun Loh, Executive Director at 
A*STAR’s Institute of Materials Research 
and Engineering (IMRE). In collaboration 
with Nanyang Technological University, 
Singapore’s Xiaodong Chen, Loh sought 
to develop technologies for measuring 
electrical signals from a wide array of plants, 
even those with complex surface structures.

The researchers developed a novel 
material that simultaneously conforms and 
sticks to plants while connecting the plant 
to the attached electrodes. This thermogel 
was created using a specialised polymer 
developed in Loh’s lab that transforms from 
a liquid to a solid substance when heated. 
Applied cold, the thermogel molds perfectly 
to irregular hairy surfaces before gradually 
solidifying on stems and leaves as it warms 
to room temperature. 

This chemical reaction, known as  
a sol-gel transition, sets the new adhesive 
material apart from others on the market. 
“The unique sol-gel behaviour allows the 
gel to form good adhesive links to the  
plant surface, unlike other types of 
hydrogel,” Loh said. 

Loh and the team showed that the 
thermogel remained attached even 
when stretched 20 times from its 
original thickness in a strength test. This 
powerful adhesive strength translated  
to more sensitive signals; when applied 
to hairy sunflower stems, the morphable 
electrode recorded signal amplitudes about  
2.4 times greater than those measured by  
a solid hydrogel. 

A new gel that molds and sticks to plant surfaces 
provides scientists with a non-invasive way of 
monitoring diverse plant species.

According 
to the authors, the 
beauty of the team’s new 
thermogel is that while it sticks 
on firmly, it can also be easily removed 
without damaging delicate plant structures. 
Simply cooling the gel causes it to revert to 
its fluid state, which allows the electrode to 
be gently removed. 

“Our morphable electrode provides 
not only a useful toolkit for fundamental 
plant studies but also an effective solution 
for plant-electronic hybridisation, offering 
inspiration for soft material-incorporated 
bioelectronics,” Loh concluded. 

“The unique sol-gel 
behaviour allows the gel 
to form good adhesive 
links to the plant 
surface, unlike other 
types of hydrogel.”
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Computers do more than just stream your 
favourite shows or run the most advanced 
video games. Powered by machine learning 
and well-trained neural networks, 
computers can also intelligently analyse 
images. In industrial production lines, this 
means they can automatically detect flaws 
and assess product quality by sight alone 
without the need for manual human labour. 

However, like all machine learning 
algorithms, defect detection methods need 
to be trained on a large amount of data to 
perform well and consistently. Insufficient 
training data, as usually the case in real-
world industrial settings where defective 
products are relatively rare, can cripple 
the algorithm’s capacity to accurately 
detect defects. 

These limitations may soon be 
overcome, as researchers from A*STAR 
have developed a new convolutional neural 

network, dubbed Class Activation Map 
Guided U-Net (CAM-UNet), to help train 
defect detection methods with limited 
amounts of data.

“There is a gap between the data 
condition of industrial applications and 
deep learning research,” said lead researcher 

A smarter way  
to detect defects

MACHINE LEARNING

A new neural network designed by A*STAR  
researchers can train algorithms to visually detect 
defective products in production lines with limited data.

Dongyun Lin, a Research Scientist at 
A*STAR’s Institute for Infocomm Research 
(I2R). “Our work targets this gap and aims to 
determine how to achieve highly accurate 
defect segmentation performance.”

To overcome the need for large datasets, 
CAM-UNet is trained to classify normal 
defect-free images and a small number 
of annotated anomalous images. Then, 
it generates the regions of the object that 
appear to have defects, to create class 
activation maps (CAMs) that can guide future 
analyses in identifying defective regions.

According to Lin, this approach is 
particularly useful in industrial settings 
where defective data is limited. 

 “CAM-UNet can be trained under 
such real-world industrial scenarios and 
is capable of producing superior defect 
detection and identification performance,” 
Lin said, adding that CAM-UNet can 
potentially generate solutions for quality 
assessments using limited amounts of 
defective data. 

The researchers emphasise that more 
work is still needed before CAM-UNet can 
be used in the real world. For instance, it 
still struggles to accurately assess products 
against a messy backdrop, as the extra detail 
makes classification more challenging. 

 “Also, the method should be tested 
on more real-world industrial data 
before being applied for practical uses,”  
Lin said. 

“CAM-UNet can be 
trained under such 
real-world industrial 
scenarios and is capable 
of producing superior 
defect detection 
and identification 
performance.”

1.   Lin, D., Li, Y., Prasad, S., Nwe, T.L., Dong, S. and Oo, 
Z.M. CAM-guided multi-path decoding U-Net with 
triplet feature regularization for defect detection 
and segmentation. Knowledge-Based Systems 228, 
107272 (2021).

Researcher
Dongyun Lin, 
I2R

IN BRIEF
The CAM-UNet neural network can be trained to detect 
rare defects more accurately by comparing their images 
against defect-free versions.
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AN APPETITE 
FOR CHANGE
To meet Singapore’s goal of sustainable 
food production, the trio behind the 
A*STAR spinoff Meatiply reveals their 
journey in building the company and 
developing innovative alternative proteins. 
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aced with a rapidly growing 
populat ion ,  unsusta inable 
food production and resource 
limitations, the world’s food 
security is in a fragile place.  
A 2022 report by the UN Food and 

Agriculture Organization on global nutrition estimated 
that 2.3 billion people worldwide faced moderate to 
severe food insecurity in 2021. At the same time, any 
gradual progress toward the United Nations’ (UN) 
Zero Hunger goal is challenged by political, social and 
environmental uncertainties. Combined, these factors 
highlight the need for innovative new ways to increase 
agricultural output and sustainable food production to 
meet increasing demands.

With the dire consequences of food insecurity 
looming on the horizon and the need for sustainable 
food systems, scientists have been searching for 
alternative food production methods—a realm in which 
lab-grown food products such as cultured meat have 
been considered to be a promising solution.

F

THE HUNGER FOR MAN-MADE MEAT
Since the world’s first-ever lab-grown meat was 
introduced back in 2013, it has looked increasingly likely 
that such cultured proteins could be a solid staple in 
the future of food. Despite its high-tech trappings, the 
concept of cultured meat can be traced back to tissue 
cultures from the 1950s. In the years since, the lab-grown 
food industry has seen an exponential boom thanks to 
technological advancements and is now projected to 
grow to a value of US$320 million by 2028.

Recognising the key role lab-grown food will play 
in food systems, Singapore similarly broke frontiers in 

the cultivated meat industry as the first country to 
approve cultivated meat sales in 2020. Following 
this, the endless possibilities of cell differentiation 
and the opportunity to rethink food systems 
stirred Elwin Tan, Jason Chua and Benjamin Chua 
on a mission to revolutionise the current meat 
industry and improve food system sustainability.

The trio, who were then PhD students at 
A*STAR, saw the value of their academic research 
in stem cell differentiation and sought to harness 
these molecular mechanisms to culture meat 
tissues with muscle and fat profiles resembling 
that of industrially produced meat. 

Together, they founded the startup Meatiply, 
a portmanteau of the words ‘meat’ and ‘multiply’, 
to commercialise their lab-grown meat.

“We felt that this [name] was a straightforward 
way to convey our vision of creating technologies 

and products that allow us to break free from the many 
problems of the ever-growing meat industrial complex,” 
explained Tan, adding that some of these problems 
include the risk of infectious diseases, inefficient land and 
water usage, large greenhouse gas emissions, questionable 
labour practices and animal cruelty.

CULTIVATING A JOURNEY  
OF INNOVATION
Meatiply began its journey in the laboratories of A*STAR. 
In 2014, Tan and Benjamin Chua were research officers at 
A*STAR’s Genomic Institute of Singapore (GIS). Both of 
them, along with Jason Chua—who joined the same lab 
the year prior—were starting in academia and involved 
in skeletal and mesenchymal stem cell research.
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Shortly after they joined GIS, Tan came across an article 
on growing meat from stem cells which immediately 
piqued his interest. “I thought to myself, ‘Hey, we’re 
growing skeletal muscle and fat stem cells here, could we 
also give this a shot?’” he said. Although Tan remembers 
it being a fringe idea at the time, the idea nestled its way 
into the back of his mind as he and the rest of the trio 
delved deeper into muscle development research. 

Eventually, the trio began to work extensively 
on a collaborative research project that focused on 
understanding and stimulating muscle cell proliferation 
and differentiation. In particular, they looked at the 
mechanism behind a cancer-induced muscle-wasting 
syndrome caused by excessive fatty-acid oxidation. It was 
here that they crossed paths with Bin Tean Teh, Senior 
Principal Investigator at the Institute of Molecular and 
Cell Biology (IMCB), who became the eventual fourth 
co-founder of Meatiply. 

Their experience working with Teh convinced the 
trio to further pursue their PhD studies with Teh as their 
supervisor. Throughout their PhD candidature, the trio 

developed not only a closer bond with one another, but 
also a shared enthusiasm for the many possibilities of 
stem cell research. 

“Being part of a community of inspiring researchers 
opened our eyes to the various possibilities in stem cell 
research,” recalled Benjamin Chua. 

All this while, Tan’s idea of lab-grown meats remained 
tucked away until a major turning point in 2019 finally 
kickstarted the trio’s journey: the Singapore Food Agency’s 
(SFA) launch of the 30-by-30 Food Story programme to 
combat Singapore’s overreliance on importing food to supply 
the nation’s nutritional needs. This, along with a growing 
number of successful alternative protein companies and 
startups like Shiok Meats, another A*STAR spinoff company, 
led to Tan realising that what he thought was a fringe idea 
was becoming more and more mainstream.

“Also, at the end of 2019, a brand-new Singapore 
Food Story First Alternative Protein Seed Grant Call 
was announced,” said Jason Chua. “We jumped at the 
opportunity even before finishing our PhD degrees and 
were awarded the grant.”

BENJAMIN CHUA
Co-founder of Meatiply

JASON CHUA
Co-founder of Meatiply
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FROM BENCH TO BIOREACTOR
Despite the exciting opportunities presented by 
the lab-grown meat industry, the leap from research 
to commercialisation was certainly no easy feat. On 
the research and development side, transferring their 
knowledge of human cell culture to animal cells was also 
not as simple as they’d hoped. 

“Until this time, we had mostly been working on 
human cells, and the literature told us that animal 
cells were not too different,” explained Benjamin Chua. 
“That being said, there were still several challenges that 
we needed to work through. Despite being similar, we 
found that the techniques and protocols we were so used 
to performing on human muscle cells did not directly 
translate to animal cells.” 

It was teamwork and rigorous research that eventually 
led to the trio’s discovery of the right protocols and 
techniques for meat cultivation using chicken muscle 
cell lines, and have continued to propel the trio further 
in their journey of alternative protein production. 

According to the trio, this collaborative spirit is 
key to cultivating an innovative mindset. Innovation 
requires a collective effort to break an issue down into 
different parts to be tackled with each person’s strengths, 
they explained. As Jason Chua points out, they each 
possess a particular set of strengths that complement 
the others, and the balance of these strengths makes 
them a ‘complementary team’.

Jason Chua also highlighted the importance of 
communicating not only with the team but also 
with other researchers and industry leaders to gain 
additional perspectives. Open conversations and 
constructive ideation strengthen the team’s morale and 
support their progress in tackling food production for  
a more sustainable future, Jason Chua explained.

Finally, Tan has one last bit of advice for young 
researchers: be cautiously optimistic. “It is not just an 
innovative mindset that is required to address the world’s 
greatest challenges. It is also the belief that if enough 
people work on a problem and explore all the strategies 
to address it, we will eventually arrive at a solution,” said 
Tan, to which Benjamin Chua immediately chimed in with 
the familiar adage, “If you never try, you’ll never know.”  

“It is not just an 
innovative mindset that 
is required to address 
the world’s greatest 
challenges. It is also 
the belief that if enough 
people work on a problem 
and explore all the 
strategies to address it, 
we will eventually arrive 
at a solution.”
—  Elwin Tan, Co-founder of Meatiply

ELWIN TAN
Co-founder of Meatiply
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How to harmonise 
disparate datasets

From self-driving cars to ‘what to watch 
next’ streaming recommendations, 
artificial intelligence (AI) is slowly 
transforming how we live, work and 
play. Experts say that AI trained using 
machine learning (ML) still has a wealth 
of untapped potential. However, the 
challenge is that real-world data is often 
too complex and multidimensional to 
be used as training material for many of 
today’s ML platforms.

The doctor-patient scenario illustrates 
the challenges of using complex real-
world data,  said Hongyuan Zhu,  
a Research Scientist at A*STAR’s Institute 
for Infocomm Research (I2R). “Medical 
records can include text that describes 
the patient’s symptoms alongside images 
of diagnostic scans, such as CT scans of 
tumours,” explained Zhu. “These varying 
sensors often create different data formats 
or types. Each source therefore builds a 
different perspective or ‘view’ of the same 
patient’s medical history.”

In theory, an AI that could efficiently 
analyse these multiple and varied views 
could help doctors make faster and more 
accurate healthcare decisions. However, 
in practice, training AI to do so involves  
a number of technical hurdles.

“In the real world, as hospitals gradually 
introduce new diagnostic sensors, new 
views are added to medical records over 
time,” Zhu said. “Conventional ML 
models—which depend on having all 

MACHINE LEARNING

views available from the start—need to 
be entirely retrained to handle new views, 
which is time-consuming.”

As a solution for extracting insights 
from increasingly mixed data sources, 
Zhu and colleagues looked to a branch of 
ML called multiview learning. Multiview 
learning can make sense of large, diverse 
datasets much more accurately and 
efficiently than the narrower perspective 
offered by traditional single-view analyses.

The research team developed one of 
the first independent semi-supervised 
view-specific networks (ISVNs) capable 
of consolidating streams of data from 
individual sources before processing and 
analysing the dataset as a whole.

The team’s new network was designed 
to bypass the training limitations of 
first-generation algorithms, said Zhu. 

A new machine learning model processes datasets 
from different sources simultaneously, paving the way 
for major advancements in medicine and beyond.

“While co-existing under one system, 
our ISVNs work independently so that 
newly incorporated models can function 
optimally without retraining old ones 
from scratch,” he added.

The researchers’ ISVN platform proved 
to be a game changer for working with 
multiview datasets. Zhu’s team validated it 
against a panel of 13 other ML approaches 
and found their ISVN was the most flexible 
and scalable, training itself to handle add-
on datasets with ease. The team’s ISVN 
was also ultraefficient, requiring fewer 
computational resources such as Graphics 
Processing Unit (GPU) memory and less 
training time.

Many industries, including the medical 
sector, stand to benefit from this exciting 
development. For example, ISVNs could 
automate the data processing and analysis 
of ultrasound, computed tomography (CT) 
and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
scans, leading to fewer manual tasks for 
doctors and better outcomes for patients.

Following the study’s success, the 
researchers are currently collaborating 
with other expert groups to optimise and 
enhance the performance of their models. 

Photo credit: spainter_vfx / Shutterstock

“Conventional ML 
models—which depend 
on having all views 
available from the start—
need to be entirely 
retrained to handle  
new views, which is 
time-consuming.” 

1.   Hu, P., Peng, X., Zhu, H., Zhen, L., Lin, J., et al.  
Deep Semisupervised Multiview Learning With 
Increasing Views. IEEE Transactions on Cybernetics, 
3093626 (2021).

Researcher
Hongyuan Zhu, 
I2R

IN BRIEF
Multiview machine learning networks can help analyse large, 
diverse streams of data more accurately and efficiently 
than traditional models.
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Machine learning helps 
ultrastrong alloys take off

A new class of ‘supermetals’ has taken flight 
in the aerospace industry. High-entropy 
alloys, or HEAs, are made up of roughly 
equal proportions of five or more metals 
and feature unique superpowers—they can 
be incredibly strong, withstand extreme 
temperatures, and be fashioned into a 
variety of shapes and sizes.

“The seemingly limitless potential 
of this novel alloy design paradigm is 
exciting,” said Zhidong Leong, a Research 
Scientist from A*STAR’s Institute of 
High Performance Computing (IHPC). 
“Next-generation HEAs could produce 
unprecedented combinat ions  of 
material properties, spurring significant 
developments in industries such as 
advanced manufacturing and aerospace.”

Leong did point out, however, that 
building and testing different HEA ‘recipes’ 

METALS AND ALLOYS

is no small task given the limitless ways the 
metal components can be combined. This 
has proved to be a long-standing barrier in 
the field; conventional computer modelling 
and experimental methods take too long 
to complete.

To that end, Leong and his colleagues 
tackled the problem from a different 
perspective. “Our approach stems from 
the vision that physics-driven machine 
learning is the key to tackling many of the 
unsolved problems in materials design,” 
said Leong.

The team built a computational analysis 
platform for Mo-V-Nb-Ti-Zr, a HEA known 
for its myriad aerospace uses. Their platform 
was powered by machine learning and 
cluster expansion, a popular computational 
technique used for modelling the structural 
properties of alloys. The programme 

Materials science and computational techniques 
come together to advance new design schemes for 
aerospace alloys.

generated simulations of how various  
Mo-V-Nb-Ti-Zr ‘recipes’ react as they 
gradually cool down from high temperatures. 
This data could then be used to predict the 
structural and mechanical properties of new 
alloy formulations.

A side-by-side look at data from existing 
experimental databases showed that the 
researchers’ computational approach was 
on the right track: they could accurately 
predict how HEAs would behave under a 
wide range of experimental conditions and 
even use the platform to help design novel 
HEAs with superior mechanical properties.

“Our results provide the highly desired 
insights into the HEA’s microstructures over 
the vast compositional space,” said Leong. 
“We are now extending our computational 
capabilities to study complex materials in 
the sustainability domain.” 

“Our approach stems 
from the vision that 
physics-driven machine 
learning is the key to 
tackling many of the 
unsolved problems in 
materials design.”
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Researchers
Zhidong Leong and 
Teck Leong Tan, 
IHPC

1.   Leong, Z., Ramamurty, U. and Tan, T.L. 
Microstructural and compositional design principles 
for Mo-V-Nb-Ti-Zr multi-principal element alloys:  
a high-throughput first-principles study.  
Acta Materialia 213, 116958 (2021). 

IN BRIEF
Through machine learning, a computational analysis platform 
developed by A*STAR researchers could accurately simulate 
how novel metal alloys behave under different conditions, 
speeding up their design and testing.
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open question. In search of answers, the 
SpEED team created a suite of innovative 
analytic approaches to take a closer look 
at skyrmions in action.

The researchers developed a specialised 
experimental setup using a magnetic force 
microscope to track skyrmion activity 
within electronic devices. They watched 
the dynamics of over 20,000 skyrmions 
under different conditions, to create 
a novel framework for how the size, 
geometry and configuration of skyrmions 
affect their motion and influence their 
computing performance.

This was no small feat, considering 
that the experimental setup had to be 
incrementally tailored to a range of devices 
and circuits. 

“We had to repeatedly refine our 
procedures for device fabrication, 
electrical pulses, and imaging to ensure 
the integrity of the devices and skyrmion 
images,” said Ho. 

With the data collection mastered, they 
then developed custom image processing 
and computational tools to consolidate and 
analyse their massive dataset of individual 
skyrmion movements. The team found 
that skyrmions move exponentially faster 
with increasing applied current, largely 
impervious to their size, position, and 
imperfections within the device. 

In addition, they observed the transverse 
motion of skyrmions along the wire’s  
width under a lateral current—a behaviour 
known as the skyrmion Hall effect— 

Magnetic ‘abacus beads’ 
give devices an edge

MATERIALS SCIENCE

As you read this, intricate networks of 
neurons are firing at lightning speed, 
processing sensory information from 
the eyes almost instantaneously. The 
human brain and its incredible feats have 
served as inspiration for next-generation 
computing platforms. 

In the future, mobile technologies 
enabled by such neuromorphic computing 
would have the ability to sense and make 
real-time decisions, right where the data 
is collected.

However, attaining this characteristic, 
known as edge intelligence, is tough—it 
requires easy-to-manufacture, energy-
efficient, and highly dynamic memory 
components, of which current industry 
offerings fall short. As a solution, researchers 
are pinning their hopes on tiny, bead-like 
magnetic structures called skyrmions.

“Skyrmions are nanometre-scale 
magnetic structures comprising a winding 
arrangement of electron spins,” explained 
Ho Pin, a Research Scientist with the Spin 
Technology for Electronic Devices (SpEED) 
team at A*STAR’s Institute of Materials 
Research and Engineering (IMRE). 
“Like tiny abacus beads that can be used 
to represent discrete values at defined 
positions, skyrmions can serve as room-
temperature information carriers. They 
can be moved controllably by electrical 
currents in one or two dimensions.”

Whether skyrmions have the power 
to transform next-generation computing 
in real-world applications is still an 

A*STAR scientists pave the way for mobile 
supercomputing using magnetic nanostructures.

Magnetic force 
microscope

Skyrmion 
array device
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was reduced at the edges of the wire and 
was less pronounced for smaller skyrmions. 

“Our findings suggest that device 
geometries could be designed to achieve 
bespoke motion of individual skyrmions 
according to application needs,” Ho 
shared. “Our results provide a jumping-
off point for future skyrmionic devices 
as building blocks of next-generation 
computing architectures.” 

“Skyrmions are 
nanometre-scale
magnetic structures 
comprising a winding
arrangement of 
electron spins.”

Using a specialised experimental setup, the researchers observed how individual skyrmions moved within electronic 
devices when subjected to electric pulses in a specific direction (J).

1.   Tan, A.K.C., Ho, P., Lourembam, J., Huang, L., 
Tan, H.K., et al. Visualizing the strongly reshaped 
skyrmion Hall effect in multilayer wire devices.  
Nature Communications 12, 4252 (2021).
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Anjan Soumyanarayanan,  
Ho Pin and Anthony K.C. Tan, 
IMRE

IN BRIEF
By uncovering new patterns in the electrically driven motion 
of dense array nanoscale spin structures (skyrmions) under 
different conditions, researchers hope to provide building 
blocks for next-generation computing devices.
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Here’s a sneak peek of the material covered 
in the next issue of A*STAR ResearchNEXT ISSUE

GENETICS
REMEDY FOR  
A FRAGILE HEART
Experimental gene therapy 
promises a new lease of life 
for patients with genetic 
heart disease.

BIOINFORMATICS
CATCHING ALLERGENS 
BEFORE THE ACT
A user-friendly web server 
helps researchers accurately 
predict whether a protein 
might cause allergic reactions.

SURFACES AND INTERFACES
NANOFLUIDS DRAW 
MORE OIL FROM STONE
A*STAR scientists show how 
small amounts of nanoparticles 
can significantly boost crude  
oil extraction from rocks.

COVID-19
GOING WITH THE FLOW
A*STAR researchers blend the 
physics of particle dynamics 
with complex computational 
simulations to gauge the risk  
of catching COVID-19 in 
different social settings.
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